In the linear seismic design of buildings, the (deterministic) substructure method is a customary and efficient approach. However, the existence of spatial variability in the parameters of the mechanical model of the soil, as well as parametric errors, call for the use of probabilistic approaches in order to provide a reliable design of the structure. The construction of probabilistic models of the soil impedance matrix provides a natural path to such approaches within the context of the substructure method. Two main techniques are described in this paper: a parametric one, typically using the Stochastic Finite Element method, and a nonparametric one, that was introduced more recently. The latter is explored more specifically, and the possibilities it offers in terms of seismic design are presented. In particular, it is shown that it allows for the estimation of quantiles of the quantities of interest, rather than confidence intervals, which lead to highly conservative design.
INTRODUCTION
In the linear seismic design of buildings, the substructure method is a customary and efficient approach [1, 2] . It consists in considering the problem in the frequency domain, and to take into account the dynamical influence of the soil through its impedance matrix. Because of the numerical complexity, and of a general lack of data, this soil impedance matrix is often computed with a simplifying hypothesis of homogeneous horizontal layers. However, the spatial variability of its parameters within each layer may induce important local effects, like differential displacements under the foundation, and should be quantified. Beside this model simplification, large errors might also appear during the identification of the parameters of the soil model, and these parametric errors may in turn lead to large drifts in the overall design.
Stochastic approaches [3, 4, 5] provide a mean to take into account these model and parametric errors in the design of the building. Within the context of the substructure method, Figure 1 . The substructure method: the global problem (on the left) decomposed in a local problem on the soil Ωs to define the equivalent seismic loading vector (second picture) and the soil impedance matrix (third picture), and a global problem on the building Ω b and the interface Γ.
this means constructing a probabilistic model of the building, of the seismic loading, and of the soil impedance matrix. We will concentrate in this paper on the latter, which has been less treated in the literature. The main objective, here, is to investigate the influence of the soil uncertainty on the overall design of the building, in particular with respect to high quantiles of the quantities of interest, rather than the often-encountered confidence intervals. Classical parametric approaches do not seem appropriate in that matter, as they are usually numerically very expensive. Besides, they require the definition of random models for the soil parameters, while very little data is usually available and cannot take into account model errors that are typically very important in geomechanics. However, a nonparametric approach was recently introduced, and will be shown in this paper to be particularly appropriate for seismic design on uncertain soils. It should noted that the relative influences of the uncertainty on the soil, the structure, and the seismic load, will not be discussed in this paper. The structure and the load will be modeled throughout as deterministic.
In the next section, the classical deterministic substructure method is recalled, with the possible contributions from probabilistic approaches, and the corresponding quantities of interest for the seismic design of a structure. In particular, the quantiles and confidence intervals for these quantities will be defined and compared. The following two sections concentrate, respectively, on the description of the deterministic and probabilistic models of the soil impedance matrix. For the latter, the nonparametric approach is presented along with an extensive review of the parametric approaches found in the literature. Finally, in section 5, the deterministic model of a building and of a seismic signal are presented and some aspects of the seismic design of the building are discussed, highlighting the influence of the uncertainty in the soil. one global problem, where Z s (ω) and F s (ω) are used as boundary conditions on Γ (figure 1). In the following, we introduce a set of displacement fields {Ψ ℓ } 1≤ℓ≤nΓ , defined on the soilstructure interface, with n Γ the number of Degrees-of-Freedom (DOFs) on the interface. In the case of a rigid foundation, n Γ = 6, and these fields correspond to the 6 rigid-body displacement fields of the interface.
In the soil subdomain Ω s , the elements of the soil impedance matrix Z s (ω) and of the equivalent seismic loading vector F s (ω) are defined, at each frequency ω in R, and for 1 ≤ k, ℓ ≤ n Γ , by
where the dot symbol (·) represents the hermitian scalar product on C 3 , v ℓ (ω) is the radiated field in the soil corresponding to an imposed displacement Ψ ℓ on Γ, t s (v ℓ (ω)) is the traction vector field on Γ corresponding to the radiated field v ℓ (ω) in the soil, u inc (ω) is the incident displacement field in the soil, modeling the incoming seismic wave, and u d (ω) is the scattered displacement field in the soil, corresponding to the scattering of the incoming wave on the interface, which is then supposed fixed.
In the building, a set of n ≥ n Γ displacements fields is defined on Ω b , compatible with {Ψ ℓ } 1≤ℓ≤nΓ along the soil-structure interface Γ. Classically, the n Γ = 6 rigid-body fields of the building are considered, and they are completed with n b eigenmodes of the building on a clamped base. The classical reduced matrices of mass M b , damping D b and stiffness K b of the building are then defined with respect to these n displacement fields. The equation of motion in Ω b then reads
where q Γ (ω) are the coefficients of the displacement field in the building corresponding to the n Γ DOFs inducing a displacement of the foundation, q b (ω) are those corresponding to the n b DOFs on fixed base, and 0 Γb , 0 bb and 0 b1 are matrices with zero-valued entries, respectively of size n Γ × n b , n b × n b , and n b × 1. It is customary to introduce a kinematic interaction coefficient c o (ω) , defined by
which represents the movement that the foundation would undergo, were it to be massless and rid of the building. When considering a vertically-propagating plane wave, a horizontallylayered soil, and a rigid surface foundation, there is no kinematic interaction because the movement induced by the wave is compatible with the geometry of the foundation. In that case, c o (ω) describes directly the incident wave field and the equation of motion (3) can be written in terms of DOFS relative to the foundation in a frame moving with c o (ω) :
with c(ω) = q Γ (ω) − c o (ω) , and S b (ω) the dynamic stiffness of the building, defined by
Probabilistic approaches
In the modeling of this deterministic SSI problem, two types of controversial hypotheses are usually made:
1. Hypotheses on the model, with, in particular,
• The natural heterogeneity of the soil is modeled by a system of homogeneous layers [6] ; • The seismic input is modeled by a vertically incident system of plane waves; 2. Hypotheses on the value of the parameters of the model, with, in particular,
• The mechanical and geometrical parameters of the soil layers are supposed to have been well identified; • The amplitude of the seismic input is supposed to be perfectly known;
• The mechanical parameters of the building are supposed to have been well identified.
The assumed linearity of the behavior of the soil and of the soil-structure interface might also seem preposterous. However, in practice, this only limits the applicability of the substructure method and can be taken into account, to some extent, by using an hysteretic damping coefficient (see section 2.4). With respect to the actual soil and the actual seismic wave, the first group of assumptions leads to model errors, while the other one corresponds to parameter uncertainties [7] . They induce an overall uncertainty on the evaluation of the response of the building, and hence an uncertainty on the design of the building. The goal of probabilistic approaches is to provide a mean to quantify this uncertainty, and hence to allow for a more rational design. The basic idea is to contemplate many "possible" situations, each relaxing the hypotheses seen above, and to assign weights for the outcome of each of these situations in the global design analysis. The differences between the available probabilistic methods lie in the choice of a) the set of the "possible" situations, and b) in the way the weights are assigned in the global design.
Of the hypotheses described above, those concerning the building [8, 9, 3] and the seismic input [4, 10, 11, 12] have received earlier and wider attention. In particular, the spatial variability of F s (ω) , or equivalently c o (ω) , was extensively studied and led to the choice of space-time random fields models. We concentrate in this paper on the assumptions related to the soil model, that induce uncertainty on the soil impedance matrix Z s (ω) . Ultimately, the complete probabilistic treatment of seismic design problems would require the construction of probabilistic models for both F s (ω) and Z s (ω) , addressing in particular the issue of their correlation.
It should be noted that probabilistic analyses are usually much more involved than their deterministic counterparts. Hence, in civil engineering, they are mainly restricted to the most sensitive projects, such as the construction of nuclear power plants [13, 14, 15] . However, for all structures on extended footings, as well as for multiply supported structures such as bridges, the consideration of the spatial variability of the soil properties (and of the seismic excitation) is essential for a rational design. 
Quantities of interest
In deterministic seismic design, the quantities of interest are the maximum strains and stresses in the structural elements, which are directly derived from the displacement and acceleration histories of the DOFs of the building, obtained by the resolution of equation (5) . For the design of non-structural elements, pseudo-acceleration floor spectra are also used [17] . They give, at each frequency, an approximation of the maximum acceleration of a 1-DOF system submitted to a bottom acceleration imposed by the structure at the considered floor. Hence, they can be used to design those of the non-structural elements that can be modeled as 1-DOF systems and do not interact with the structure, in the frequency range of interest in earthquake engineering. The use of floor spectra can also be extended for the design of nonstructural multi-DOFs systems when design rules such as the CQC modal sum [17] can be applied.
In probabilistic design, the quantities of interest are the statistical relatives of the previous ones. Indeed, as we consider a large number of "possible" structures, the design arising from the consideration of one particular realization of the random soil is meaningless. For a design random variable X, the mean E{X} and standard deviation σ X = E{(X − E{X}) 2 } are often considered in the literature. However, they only give a partial information on the behavior of this design quantity, respectively a trend, and a scattering of the results around that trend. With respect to the design of civil engineering structures, quantiles appear much more interesting. The p-quantile of a random variable X is defined as the value x p such that the cumulative density function F X of X verifies
For the seismic design of strategic buildings, in particular, rather high quantiles, such as the 95%-, or the 99%-quantile, should be considered. The main difficulty with these quantiles is their estimation with the Monte Carlo method [18] , because it requires the consideration of a (very) large number of trials. When computational costs are an issue, they are therefore often replaced by confidence intervals. For any (second-order [19] ) random variable, an estimation of the p-confidence interval is available through Chebychev's inequality, stating that
The confidence intervals estimated using equation (7) are rather loose, but their computation requires only the estimation of the mean and standard deviation of X. All the statistical quantities that were defined here for random variables can be extended for random processes depending on the frequency simply by considering the values at each frequency point independently.
It should be noted that the relation between the properties of the soil and the design variables is, in general, nonlinear. Therefore the mean value of a design variable is usually different from the value of the design variable corresponding to the mean values of the soil properties, sometimes quite significantly. For the same reason, the design method that consists in taking extreme values of the soil properties (usually 2/3 and 3/2 in earthquake engineering) and computing the corresponding values of the design variables as bounds of that design variable is inadequate. However, as it is often encountered in practice, we will show the results corresponding to these extreme values in our design case (section 5), and we will refer to this design method as the "extremal" design.
Normalization of the soil impedance matrix
It is customary in SSI problems to normalize the soil impedance matrix as:
where K 0 is a 6×6 real diagonal matrix whose elements are approximate static values for the elements of the diagonal of the soil impedance matrix, and depend on the type of problem (e.g. embedded, surface, strip foundation) and the mechanical properties of the top layer of the soil. They are defined for example in [20, 21] . K s (ω) is the dynamic stiffness coefficient, C s (ω) is the dynamic damping coefficient, both 6× 6 real matrices, and such that C s (ω = 0) vanishes. This linear formulation is sometimes corrected by considering a diagonal 6 × 6 real hysteretic damping matrix B such that, in equation (8), K 0 is replaced by
It should be noted that such a model of the impedance matrix corresponds in the time domain to a non-causal system (in particular the static impedance is then complex), and that the models that will be constructed in section 3 all refer to the linear model of the soil impedance matrix (equation (8) without B ). However, the comparisons with the soil impedance matrix computed using other methods (here, the Boundary Element -BE -method) are performed after correction with B .
APPROXIMATE DETERMINISTIC MODELS OF THE SOIL IMPEDANCE MATRIX
We briefly discuss in this section two approximate deterministic models of the soil impedance matrix: the lumped-parameter models and the hidden-variables models. They have in common that their parameters must be identified with respect to other results (Finite Element -FE -computation or Experimental measure, for example), and that they can form the basis of probabilistic models of the soil impedance matrix. However, some deficiencies of the former incline us towards the use of the latter, which will provide the basis of the nonparametric model of the soil impedance matrix. The last title of this section illustrates the construction of the hidden variables models with two examples of soils, the first one being used for the design case in section 5.
The lumped-parameter models
The main type of simplified models [22] for the soil impedance matrix are Winkler springs models and Wolf's models, and can be grouped under the general denomination of lumpedparameter models. Some examples of these models can be found in [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29] . They provide simple descriptions of the soil as equivalent models of springs, dashpots and masses, the values of which are identified from an impedance computed with an alternative method (e.g. FE). Also, when it is possible to define a normalized problem, they allow for a very fast computation of the soil impedance matrix. However they have several important discrepancies:
1. The structure of the model is specified a priori. The designer chooses the network of mechanical elements before the identification is performed. Therefore, the same input [26] ), and there is no certainty that the identified model is the best possible. 2. Each element of the impedance matrix is identified independently. This goes against physical sense, as the soil parameters influence all terms of the impedance matrix, or at least several. Besides, specific methods have to be introduced for the identification of the coupling terms of the impedance matrix (see for example [23] ). 3. Identification of unphysical mechanical parameters. In most references above, the authors note that the identification of the mechanical elements yields negative values of the springs, dashpots and/or masses.
We now describe a more general deterministic model for the soil impedance matrix, that reproduces the advantage of simplicity of the lumped-parameter models, but without the above deficiencies.
The hidden variables model
In [30] , a general framework was introduced for the construction of simplified models of boundary impedance matrices, enforcing their basic properties of causality and stability. However, the identification of these simplified models was described only element-by-element. More recently, this approach was fully generalized to the multidimensional case [31] , with the simultaneous identification of the entire input impedance matrix. This model is briefly recalled below.
Using the notations of section 2.1, we suppose that we have computed or measured the impedance matrix Z s (ω) of the foundation Γ on a soil domain Ω s , with respect to a set of n Γ displacement fields {Ψ ℓ } 1≤ℓ≤nΓ . The construction of the hidden variables model is based on the hypothesis that, besides the n Γ DOFs defined on the boundary Γ, it is possible to define n h "hidden" DOFs defined within the interior of Ω s , and matrices of mass M s , damping D s and stiffness K s , corresponding to these n = n Γ + n h DOFs. Although it is not possible to define precisely the physical shape corresponding to the hidden DOFs, they can be seen as internal modes of vibration. The matrices of the hidden variables model are block-defined as
where M Γ , D Γ and K Γ are full n Γ × n Γ symmetric, positive-definite matrices, D c and K c are full n Γ × n h matrices, d h and k h are diagonal n h × n h positive-definite matrices, I h is the n h × n h identity matrix and 0 Γh is the n Γ × n h null matrix.
Contrarily to the lumped-parameter models of the impedance matrix (see first item in section 3.1), the specific form of the matrices M s , D s and K s is not chosen a priori. The existence of several equivalent triplets of these matrices for one given soil impedance matrix is discussed in detail in [31] , and any triplet of full n × n positive-definite matrices M s , D s and K s is shown to be equivalent to a triplet in the form of equation (10), with the only hypothesis that the damping for the hidden DOFs be of the proportional type. In such a hidden variables model, the approximate soil impedance matrix Z (ω) , with respect Table I . Thickness h, unit mass ρ, compressional and shear wave velocities cP and cS Young's modulus E, shear modulus G, Poisson's ratio ν, and hysteretic damping coefficient β of the layers and substratum of the two models of soil. to the n Γ DOFs of the interface, is given by
The identification of the full matrices M Γ , D Γ , K Γ , D c , and K c , and of the elements of the diagonal matrices d h and k h is described in [31] , and will not be recalled here. However, it should be noted that it is performed on the entire impedance matrix, rather than on its elements, so that coupling is naturally taken into account. Also, the diagnosis of unphysical models is very natural, in comparison with lumped-parameter models, as the causality and stability of the soil impedance matrix are directly related to the positivity of M s , D s and K s .
The hidden variables model for two 4-layers soils
We present in this section an example of the construction of the hidden variables models, for two 4-layers soils: a stiff one, and a softer one (see table I for the characteristics of the soil layers). Basically, they represent the same soil, but scaled so as to show two very different mechanical behaviors and illustrate fully the use of the hidden variables models. A BE software [32, 33] is used to compute the soil impedance matrix for that system with respect to a rigid circular foundation with a radius of 24.5 m (see figure 2) . The stiff soil is the one that will be used in section 5 to illustrate the design of a building on an uncertain soil.
The identification of the impedance matrix for the first model is performed with 0 hidden variable (hence M s = M Γ , D s = D Γ , and K s = K Γ in that case), while 16 hidden variables are used for the softer model, corresponding to 4 hidden modes. The identification for both models was performed on the [0, 10] Hz frequency range. The identified matrices are described in detail in appendix I and the modal properties of the second model, which are the {ω ℓ } 1≤ℓ≤4 and {ζ ℓ } 1≤ℓ≤4 such that d h = diag(2ω ℓ ζ ℓ ) 1≤ℓ≤4 , and k h = diag(ω 2 ℓ ) 1≤ℓ≤4 , are summarized in table II. The soil impedance matrices computed using these two models are plotted and compared to the original soil impedance matrix, computed using the BE method, in figure 3 . For brevity, only the shaking element, the rocking element, and the coupling between the shaking and the rocking are plotted.
PROBABILISTIC MODELS OF THE SOIL IMPEDANCE MATRIX
We concentrate in this section on the construction of probabilistic models of the soil impedance matrix. Two types of approaches exist: a parametric one and a nonparametric one. In the former, one constructs a probabilistic model for the parameters of the soil (mechanical parameters or boundary conditions for example) and derives the corresponding probabilistic model for the soil impedance matrix. In the latter, one considers directly the probabilistic model of the soil impedance matrix, that is constructed according to a given mean, a given level of variability, and a set of algebraic properties. We first review the main deficiencies of the parametric approach, and then we derive the nonparametric probabilistic models corresponding to the soils that were studied in the previous section. Figure 3 . Dynamic stiffness (upper plots) and damping (lower plots) coefficients of the shaking (left plots), the rocking (center plots) and the coupling (rightmost plots) elements of the soil impedance matrix of the stiff soil, computed using a BE software (dashed line), and constructed using a hidden variables model with 0 hidden variable (solid line). The values computed for the extremal design (dotted lines) and the 95%-confidence intervals computed using the nonparametric method (grey shades) are also plotted.
Parametric approach
the uncertainty was performed either using the Monte Carlo method [18] , which is very generic but usually time-consuming, or using approximate techniques [34, 35, 37, 42, 43, 46, 50, 51] , that are often restricted to small levels of variability. These approaches include the classical Neumann expansion [52] and First-Order Second Moment [53] methods. Another technique consists in expanding the solution vector on a Polynomial Chaos basis [52] , with, often, high induced computational costs. More examples of applications can be found in [34, 5] . In these attempted models, the main difficulties concern:
1. The choice of the distribution for the random fields of soil parameters. When discussed at all, this choice is made rather arbitrarily (lognormal [13, 40, 41, 47] , beta [40, 41, 46] , gamma [54] , truncated gaussian [36, 37, 38, 42, 43] , for example), often only based on desired bounds for the values of the realizations of these parameters; 2. The choice of the correlation model for the random fields of soil parameters. This choice is made likewise groundlessly, almost always either as exponential [34, 36, 37, 38, 16, 39, 44, 46, 50, 54] or gaussian (squared exponential) [34, 13, 40, 41, 44] . However, both the choice of the correlation model and the estimation of the correlation lengths appear to be rather difficult experimentally (see [55] for an example of the difficulties encountered), and the influence of that choice on the overall response of the system is not fully understood. Some authors also advocate the use of fractal, or infinite-scale, models [56, 57] . A more general discussion on the choice of the correlation model can be found in [58, 56] ; 3. The definition of appropriate boundary conditions. The use of FE techniques [59] . Dynamic stiffness (upper plots) and damping (lower plots) coefficients of the shaking (left plots), the rocking (center plots) and the coupling (rightmost plots) elements of the soil impedance matrix of the soft soil, computed using a BE software (dashed line), and constructed using a hidden variables model with 4 hidden variables (solid line). The values computed for the extremal design (dotted lines) and the 95%-confidence intervals computed using the nonparametric method (grey shades) are also plotted.
Conditions (ABCs). Many types of ABCs exist [60] , but their behavior in the case of a random soil is never assessed.
In the case of earthquake engineering, these difficulties are very hindering. We now discuss a novel approach for the modeling of the soil impedance matrix Z s (ω) that takes into account both the natural heterogeneity of the soil parameters and the parametric uncertainties on these parameters, while avoiding the problems listed above.
Nonparametric approach
The general principle of the nonparametric approach consists in constructing the probabilistic model of the soil impedance matrix directly, bypassing the need to previously construct the probabilistic model of the soil parameters. It was originally introduced in structural vibration problems for the modeling of matrices of mass, damping and stiffness [61, 62] , and recently extended to impedance matrices [31] , through the use of the hidden variables models (see section 3.2). In this approach, the probabilistic model is constructed by enforcing that each realization of the matrix verify a given set of algebraic conditions. These conditions, for the impedance matrix, include that it be causal and stable. The mean of the impedance matrix is also imposed at the value of the deterministic model, and a level of fluctuations is selected. The choice of that level of fluctuation can be made by comparison with experiments [63, 64, 65] . It can also be performed by comparison with numerical results conducted with an appropriate choice of the parametric probabilistic model [66, 67] . In both cases, that level Earthquake Engng Struct. Dyn. 2007; 1:1-17 Prepared using eqeauth.cls of dispersion is chosen by minimizing an appropriate function of the difference between the experimental measures (real-life or numerical) and the nonparametric model. However, for simplicity, we choose here to set the dispersion parameter equal for the three matrices M s , D s , and K s , and such that the 95%-confidence interval lies, for all diagonal elements of the impedance matrix, just within the bounds corresponding to the extremal design (see figure 3) . This choice corresponds approximately to δ = 0.1.
The practical construction of the nonparametric probabilistic model of the impedance matrix is done in the following way:
1. Computation of a deterministic model of the impedance matrix Z s (ω) using any method. 2. Identification of the hidden variables model ( M s , D s , and K s ) corresponding to Z s (ω) . 3. Computation of the nonparametric probabilistic models of M s , D s , and K s , corresponding to these matrices, and using the Monte Carlo method. 4. Estimation, using equation (11), of the probabilistic model Z s (ω) of the impedance matrix.
Once the probabilistic model of the soil impedance matrix has been estimated, by the computation of a given number of Monte Carlo trials, the mean and confidence intervals can be derived for each frequency. It should be noted that the numerical cost of this method is very low, so that it is possible to estimate, at a given frequency, moments of high order. Indeed, the matrices that are considered in the nonparametric approach are very small, their size being defined by the number of DOFs on the foundation and the number of hidden variables. Each Monte Carlo trial of the impedance can therefore be computed very rapidly. On the contrary, SFE methods are defined on a basis including all physical DOFs in the soil, which implies large computational costs.
In figures 3 and 4, the 95%-confidence intervals are drawn for the stiff soil and the soft soil, respectively. Qualitatively, they seem to agree with the general experience that uncertainty increases both with the frequency and in the vicinity of resonances. These results were also backed up by similar models constructed using a SFE approach [66, 67] . The impedance functions derived using the extremal design are also plotted on figures 3 and 4. Although they seem qualitatively appropriate when there are little dynamic effects, such as in the case of the stiff soil, it is not so in the case of the soft soil. Indeed, for example for the rocking element of the impedance matrix, they predict more uncertainty in the low-frequency range than in the high-frequency range, which goes against physical sense.
The next section concentrates on the study of the seismic design of a building. It should be reminded that, as described in Sec. 2.2, no probabilistic modeling will be performed for the building nor the seismic load. If we were to do that, the main difficulty would lie in the assessment of the correlation between the probabilistic model of the soil impedance matrix, and that of the seismic load. By using equation (5) to solve the SSI system, we are considering the correlation in a perfect sense. However, this expression is only valid for the case of a vertically-propagating incident plane wave, and this hypothesis is probably far-fetched for a wave propagating through a heterogeneous soil. 
SEISMIC DESIGN OF A BUILDING RESTING ON AN UNCERTAIN SOIL

Model of the building
The structure we consider here is a model of a reactor building (Fig. 2) , with the shape of a cylinder closed by a semi-spherical top. The model is composed of a double wall, and the interior structure is also represented. The height of the building is 75 m and the radius of the cylinder is slightly below 25 m. The FE model uses 2578 nodes and 7429 shell elements, and was computed using the open FE software OpenFEM [68] . The basis of the building lies 7.10 m below the soil level, and the hole dug in the soil is taken slightly larger than the radius of the foundation. The interface between the soil and the building is therefore a plane disc, and free field conditions are enforced on the sides of the cylinder over and below the soil level.
Model of the seismic load
We choose, for the seismic load, a moderate signal recorded on a site with stiff soil, on September 20 th , 1999, during the Chi-Chi earthquake in Taiwan. The time history, spectral content, and pseudo-acceleration response spectrum for the three components of the input signal are presented in figure 5.
Seismic design of the building
Once the probabilistic model of the soil impedance matrix Z s (ω) has been constructed (see section 4.2 and figure 3), equation (5) is solved for each Monte Carlo trial, and probabilistic models of the design quantities can be estimated. As discussed in section 2.3, we study here the maximum acceleration for three sensors: T x , T z , and F x (see figure 2) , as well as the floor spectra, and the corresponding probabilistic quantities. In particular we consider and compare the values estimated using quantiles and confidence intervals, and those estimated using the extremal design method. They are plotted in figures 6 and 7. Convergence plots for the mean, the confidence intervals and the quantiles of the maximum acceleration at sensor T x are also presented in figure 8 .
The unreliable results obtained with the extremal method should first be noted. As expected mathematically, and foreseen in section 2.3, the nonlinear relation between the value of the impedance and that of the maximum acceleration in a given sensor means that a stiffer soil might unpredictably lead to a higher or lower maximum acceleration than a softer soil, depending on the sensor and on the seismic load. In sensor F x for example ( figure 6, right) , the maximum acceleration estimated with the two soils of the extremal design method are the same (they are superimposed on the plot), but these maximum accelerations are not reached at the same instant. Likewise, and although they are not differentiated on the plots, for sensor T x , the soft soil yields a higher maximum acceleration than the stiff one, while the contrary happens for sensor T z . Therefore, this design method is not appropriate for the estimation of the uncertainty on the design of a structure on an uncertain soil, and should be abandoned.
Comparing then the 95%-quantile and 95%-confidence interval, it should be noted that the latter yields very conservative design values. This was again expectable, but is shown here to reach important values. In particular, for sensor T x , the design maximum acceleration is lowered from around 0.8 g to around 0.65 g by considering the 95%-quantile instead of the 95%-confidence interval. In the final design, this might represent substantial savings of material. The conservativeness of the design is even more blatant when considering the 99%-quantile and the 99%-confidence interval (see the case of the sensor T x in figure 6 for example). Equivalent remarks can be made about the floor spectra in figure 7 .
The consideration of the quantiles instead of the confidence intervals was made possible by the use of the nonparametric approach for the modeling of the soil impedance matrix. The equivalent with the parametric approach would, in most cases, be far too expensive. An exception to this might be the case of a low variability of the medium parameters, which usually cannot be considered for soils. Also, the nonparametric method does not require the identification of the probabilistic models of the soil parameters, which are usually difficult to estimate, and takes into account model errors, which are usually important in geomechanics. These two remarks make it a very advisable method for seismic design on uncertain soils.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented in this paper the probabilistic construction of the soil impedance matrix for a SSI problem in earthquake engineering using a nonparametric method. Contrarily to the more classical parametric methods, this approach does not require the identification of the probabilistic model of the soil parameters, that are usually unavailable, and does not require the construction of ABCs specially designed for probabilistic unbounded media. Further, it allows, for a reasonable numerical cost, to estimate the quantiles of the quantities of interest, rather than the confidence intervals, that yield more conservative design values. Finally, possible modeling errors can also be taken into account with this method. The nonparametric approach is therefore very well suited for the seismic design of structures.
The main restriction to this conclusion arises from the assumed linearity of the soil, which is unrealistic for strong motion applications. However, it should be stressed that the hidden variables matrices which were described here can perfectly be used in a time-domain nonlinear analysis of the buildings to which they are coupled. This was not discussed here for lack of space but is a common feature with all lumped-parameter models of the impedance matrix the soil. Hence the only assumed linearity here is that of the soil.
This nonparametric method was applied to the design of a reactor building on a realistic soil. A concurrent design constructed with the classical extremal values approach was shown to be inadequate. The comparison of the results obtained with the nonparametric approach for quantiles and confidence intervals then indicated that the latter meant a high level of conservatism. The additional computational cost required for the computation of quantiles appears however reasonable when using the nonparametric method.
Following recent leads [66, 67] , work is under way for the identification of the dispersion parameters for realistic soils. This last step will provide the means to perform a quantification of the impact of the soil uncertainty by comparison with the uncertainties associated with the seismic load and the building. APPENDIX I. Matrices of the hidden variables models We describe here the hidden variables matrices that are used to construct the deterministic impedance matrices in figures 3 and 4 (solid lines). For symmetry reasons, and for both cases, only ten elements of the soil impedance matrix are non-zero (the diagonal elements and the coupling between the shaking in one direction and the rocking around the perpendicular direction), and the two horizontal directions are equivalent. Hence, for brevity, only the lines and columns relative to four DOFs will be presented. The DOFs correspond (in that order) to the translations along the first horizontal direction and the vertical direction, the rotation around the second horizontal direction, and the torsion around the vertical direction. The matrices M s , D s and K s are given by their sub-matrices, following the notations in eq. (10) . It should be noted that, while some extra-diagonal element become negative, the diagonal elements remain positive, as well as the matrices themselves. 
